In practical applications, it is common that wildfire simulators do not correctly predict the evolution of the fire scar. Usually, this is caused due to multiple factors including inaccuracy in the input data such as land cover classification, moisture, improperly represented local winds, cumulative errors in the fire growth simulation model, high level of discontinuity/heterogeneity within the landscape, among many others. Therefore in practice, it is necessary to adjust the propagation of the fire to obtain better results, either to support suppression activities or to improve the performance of the simulator considering new default parameters for future events, best representing the current fire spread growth phenomenon. In this article, we address this problem through a new methodology using Derivative-Free Optimization (DFO) algorithms for adjusting the Rate of Spread (ROS) factors in a fire simulation growth model called Cell2Fire. To achieve this, we solve an error minimization optimization problem that captures the difference between the simulated and observed fire, which involves the evaluation of the simulator output in each iteration as part of a DFO framework, allowing us to find the best possible factors for each fuel present on the landscape. Numerical results for different objective functions are shown and discussed, including a performance comparison of alternative DFO algorithms.
Introduction
Considerable efforts have been made in recent decades to simulate fire through a heterogeneous forest landscape due to the increase of such events as a result of global warming and human carelessness (Running, 2006; Westerling et al., 2006; Westerling, 2016) . To date, a wide set of fire growth simulators are available, which utilize a range of different modeling approaches and underlying fire behavior prediction systems to simulate the fire spread dynamics based on demographic, topographic, and environmental conditions. An excellent review of these can be found in Papadopoulos and Pavlidou (2011) .
One of these computational tools is Prometheus, a deterministic fire growth simulator released in May 2009 (Tymstra et al., 2010) . Using spatial fire behavior input data on topography (slope, aspect, and elevation) and the Canadian Forest Fire Behavior Prediction (FBP) System fuel types along with an hourly weather stream, it simulates fire growth based on the Huygens' principle of wave propagation. Another simulator with similar characteristics is FARSITE (Finney, 2005) based on the American BEHAVE System. As indicated in Papadopoulos and Pavlidou (2011) , these two models obtain the best simulations of historical fires: FARSITE in the United States and Prometheus in Canada.
Although Prometheus and FARSITE have excellent performance in general, they are not suitable for fire-smart forest management that requires that both the harvest and simulation models have a well-structured and natural interface for easily exchanging data at each iteration of the process, in order to incorporate decision-making modules. This becomes even more relevant in a multistage framework in which multiple events, whether harvest decisions and/or fires may occur each year for a given planning horizon. For this reason, a new cellular-based fire growth simulator has been recently developed called Cell2Fire (Pais et al., 2019) . Developed in C++, it was designed to run both on daily-user machines and High-Performance Computer (HPC) systems. In its current version, it incorporates fuel and fire models from the Canadian Forest Fire Behavior Prediction (FPB) System, allowing the user to simulate the fire dynamics across a grid that represents a real forest landscape.
However, the performance of any simulator and/or computer programs depends to a large extent on its input parameters, calculated as a function of the data provided by the user or following theoretical bases that support their values. This way, some performance problems may be a result of inaccurate data on fuel moistures, fuel descriptions, weather, or improperly represented local winds, among other sources of errors (Finney, 1998) . As is indicated in Pais et al. (2019) , the ability to build a realistic fire scar with Cell2Fire depends on the Rate of Spread (ROS), which causes the fire to advance faster or slower through the cells of the forest. A similar approach is followed by simulators such as FARSITE and Prometheus (Finney, 1998; Tymstra et al., 2010) . Modeling the landscape as a continuous surface, they base their propagation model through the forest on the assumption that under homogeneous conditions, the burned area has an elliptical shape whose deformation mainly depends on the wind speed and its axes are constructed from the main rate of spread values: Head
ROS (HROS), Back ROS (BROS) and Flank ROS (FROS).
In the case of FARSITE, these parameters are provided by BEHAVE, and obtained from the Canadian FBP System for Prometheus and Cell2Fire.
The noise of the data and different approximation inaccuracies directly affect the propagation model by perturbing the calculation of the different ROS values mentioned above, and thus, this can lead to an over/underestimation of the ROS magnitude, in disagreement with the observed fire.
For these reasons, systems like FARSITE, BEHAVE, WildFire Analyst, and others (Rothermel and Rinehart, 1983; Finney, 1998; Ramírez et al., 2011) , have introduced a module of adjustment factors directly on the ROS, allowing the user to use expert judgment or local data to tune the simulation parameters to observed or actual fire spread patterns. These factors are fuel model specific, multiplied by the rate of spread to achieve the specified adjustment (Finney, 1998; Ramírez et al., 2011) . The latter is done manually in FARSITE, without any guarantee that the new factors configuration will improve the prediction. Moreover, the complexity of searching for factors increases along with the heterogeneity of the forest, directly depending on the number of fuels inside it. A recent paper (Srivas et al., 2017) addresses this problem in FARSITE, introducing an automatic calculation using an Ensemble Kalman Filter that exploits the uncertainty information on the simulated fire perimeter, fuel adjustment factors, and measured fire perimeters. On the other hand, (Cardil et al., 2019) proposes a method to determine the optimal adjustment factors by fuel model from the fire observed in real-time in order to minimize the arrival time error with respect to the simulated fire.
The main objective of this article is to show how a novel methodology based on Derivative-Free Optimization can serve to improve the performance of fire simulators in both real-time and future events simulations through an automatic adjustment of the Rate of Spread factors, obtaining more accurate fire scars. For this, we use Prometheus simulator as a proxy because it provides us the evolution of fire scars hour-by-hour with the purpose of imitating the behavior of a fire in real-time.
Using this information, we minimize an objective function that represents the error in the fire spread evolution, having the ROS factors as the decision variables of the optimization model. Also, in order to show the adjustment approach for future events, we analyze a case study in Canada where a landscape located in the Alberta Region suffered a large fire on September 25, 2001.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the main fire spread simulation logic of Cell2Fire is described and a brief description of Derivative-Free Optimization algorithms is given. Section 3 introduces the Derivative-Free optimization framework and the methodology approach to adjust the ROS factors in Cell2Fire, analyzing the fire spread and growth dynamics of each fuel type included in the FBP system, as well as describing the main algorithms implemented. In section 4, optimization results are discussed for a case study based on a real forest in Canada and a comparison of the performance with different sets of parameters is included for several (non)-homogeneous test instances.
Finally, section 5 contains the conclusions and future work of the project.
Methods

Cell2Fire Simulator
Cell2Fire is a fire growth cell-based simulator developed in C++. It allows the user to simulate the fire dynamics inside a grid instance that can represent a real forest based on variables such as fuel type of each cell, weather, elevation (topographic/terrain components), ignition points, and all the aspects considered by the FBP System -see more detail in (Pais et al., 2019) .
In algorithmic terms, Cell2Fire simulates the growth of fire by tracking the state of all cells as the model progresses through discrete time steps on a raster grid where a cell can be in one state "Available", "Burning", "Burned", "Harvested", or "Non-Fuel". Fires begin with randomly occurring lightning strikes that will ignite a cell or an ignition point can be chosen deterministically to reproduce, for example, a historical event. At each time step, the fire may spread to neighboring cells based on calculations of the Head Rate of Spread (HROS), Flank Rate of Spread (FROS, identical to both sides) and Back Rate of Spread (BROS) obtained from the Canadian FBP System. Subsequently, a messaging signal process is initiated between the neighboring cells. In the current implementation, each cell has (at most) 8 neighbors. Fire progresses through each available axis of the current burning cell towards the center of the adjacent cells, starting a new fire when it reaches another cell's center. Thus, a higher rate of spread (ROS) entails that there is a greater chance of fire spreading to a neighboring cell.
As mentioned in Pais et al. (2019) , Cell2Fire is based on an adaptation of the elliptical model proposed in O'Regan et al. (1973 O'Regan et al. ( , 1976 using the main Rate of Spread components of the FPB System (HROS, FROS, and BROS). It considers the center of a cell as a focus of an ellipse and an adjustment of the ROS to the generated ellipse is performed as shown in Figure 1 . The implemented ROS distribution scheme is as follows:
i. Parameterize the ellipse from one of its foci, using polar coordinates (r, φ) where r is the length of the radius vector and φ represents its angle with respect to the horizontal line (0 • East).
ii. Set the main parameters of the ellipse (axes and eccentricity) at time t:
where FROS = HROS + BROS 2LB and LB = a b , the length-to-breadth ratio. Therefore, the eccentricity is calculated by:
to expand the ellipse generated by the fire propagation at time t on the two main axes.
iii. Calculate the Rate of Spread r as a function of the angle φ:
(1 − e · cosφ) . 
Derivative-Free Optimization
Derivative-free optimization (DFO) is an area of nonlinear optimization that deals with problems where the derivatives of the objective function (and potentially, constraints) are not available. Due to a growing number of applications in science and engineering, the development of DFO algorithms has increased and given greater attention in recent decades. Some applications using DFO algorithms can be found in (Alarie et al., 2013; Alexandridis et al., 2008; Begin et al., 2010; Hare, 2010) .
There are different situations where this methodology is appropriate: i) the functions defining the problem are provided through a computer simulation that cannot be easily subjected to automatic differentiation (see Figure 2) ; ii) the optimization problem involves conducting a laboratory experiment, with no explicit mathematical expressions; iii) the objective function is noisy and the gradient estimation may be completely useless; iv) when the evaluation of the functions require a significant amount of computational power, it may be prohibitive to perform the necessary number of function evaluations -normally no less than the number of variables plus one -to provide a single gradient estimation.
Figure 2: A "Black-Box System" assumes that the black box can be queried through a simulation or experimental measurements that provide a system output for specific system input values x ∈ R D . A principal challenge in practical optimization is how to optimize an objective function z = f (x) that depends on this process in the absence of an algebraic model. (Audet and Orban, 2006; Begin et al., 2010) ; Engineering design (Booker et al., 1998a,b) ; Molecular geometry (Alberto et al., 2004) ; Medical image registration (Oeuvray, 2005) ; and dynamic pricing (Levina et al., 2009 ).
In our research, we will follow the ideas of "Parameter Fit" presented in Audet and Orban (2006) and Alexandridis et al. (2008) . As we pointed out in the Introduction, most numerical codes (for simulation, optimization, estimation, etc) depend on a number of internal parameters. Researchers implementing numerical algorithms know how critical the choices of these parameters are and how much they influence the performance of solvers. Typically, these parameters are set to values that either have some mathematical justification or satisfactory empirical results. One way to automate the choice of the parameters -in order to find possibly optimal values -is to consider an optimization problem whose variables are the parameters and whose objective function measures the performance of the solver for a given set of parameters, measured by CPU time or by some other indicator such as the number of iterations taken by the solver (see Conn et al. (2009) ). However, in our study, we are not interested in the CPU time or the number of iterations that Cell2Fire makes to get a more accurate fire scar. Since Cell2Fire simulated scars depend dynamically -in simulation time -on the fuel type (ROS obtained from the FBP System), our parameters to adjust/re-scale the fire spread model will be such that they change the magnitude of the ROS among the main propagation axes. This way, our main performance measurement will be the adjustment error with respect to a real/historical fire scar observed, a real-time fire scar provided to predict the most likely evolution of an on-going fire, or a scar simulated by an already calibrated software.
In Figure 3 , we show a diagram of the internal dynamics of Cell2Fire as a function of the ROS factors x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ). Note that for x = (1, 1, 1, 1), Cell2Fire behaves normally (by default).
Let Cell2Fire( x) be the "simulator function". Since we want to compare simulated and observed fire scars for different ROS factors, the Cell2Fire( x) function maps the x vector to burn-grids S t ( x), for all time steps t = 1, ..., T , where T is the total simulation time and S t ( x) a 0-1 matrix with the same dimensions as the landscape where components s t (i, j) = 1 when a cell -located at coordinates (i, j) -was burned before time t and 0 otherwise (see Figure 4) . Thus, i, j s This function represents the core of the DFO framework and will be explained in detail in the next section.
is defined as a function that depends on the variables x 1 , x 2 , x 3 which modify the magnitude of the parameters HROS, FROS, and BROS obtained by the FBP System, and a fourth variable x 4 that adjusts the eccentricity of the ellipse, called ECC factor. Its outputs S 1 ( x), S 2 ( x),...,S T ( x) are simulated fire scars for t = 1, t = 2, ..., t = T hours using the parameters x ∈ R 4 .
Finally, we mention that, since the magnitude of the ROS depends on the characteristics of the type of forest fuel being burned at time t (Rothermel, 1972; Van Wagner and Pickett, 1987) , the adjustment factors may have a dependence by type of fuel (Rothermel and Rinehart, 1983; Finney, 1998) . In order to address this problem, we naturally extend the initial framework by introducing a vector x ω = (x ω1 , x ω2 , x ω3 , x ω4 ) for each ω ∈ Ω, where Ω denotes the set of all fuel types existing within the landscape (see Section 3.2 for more details).
Rate of Spread adjustment factors
In this section, we describe the theoretical background of the DFO algorithms, their practical advantages/limitations, as well as how we can exploit their characteristics for modeling our fitting problem as a simple error-minimization problem. Theoretical and computational implementation details are discussed for the selected fitting strategies.
Based on the discussion from Section 2, the main tunable parameters present in Cell2Fire consist of the adjustment factors for the main ROS components (Head, Back, and Flank ROS) that define the shape and magnitude of the fitted-ellipses, associated with each burning cell. As mentioned in Pais et al. (2019) , this step is critical to reproduce valid and realistic fire scars as well as represent the fire spread dynamic evolution with minimum error. Inappropriate ROS factors values can lead to poor results in both the evolution and final fire scar obtained, specially depending on the structure and characteristics of the forest: (1) different fuel types obtain different accuracy performance -associated with different ROS estimations, (2) heterogeneous landscapes tend to increase the structural differences between the wave-propagation and the cellular-automata models, and (3) extreme weather conditions significantly affect the behavior of the propagation dynamic due to the differences in the conditions under which fire models algorithms were developed (Duff et al., 2018) .
Two main optimization approaches are tested in order to find the best ROS adjustment factors x and improve the performance of Cell2Fire with respect to an observed fire through the formulation of an optimization problem that minimizes the fire scar evolution error over time. The first one seeks to find four general factors, which we will denote by x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) ∈ R 4 + , independent of the type of fuel inside the landscape. Thus, each factor is an "average factor" that re-scales all ROS independent of the fuel type in order to improve the estimate of the observed scar. This method will be faster in computational terms, but less precise than a fuel-dependent model. The extension is covered in our second model, where we try to address the problem of factors adjustment empirically proposed in Finney (1998) , however, we go a little further: we seek not only to adjust the corresponding factor to the HROS, but we also introduce factors for the BROS, FROS, and for the eccentricity of the elliptical model. This way, this is a fuel model specific approach where the factors depend on the type of fuel.
Let Ω be the set of all fuel types, then x ω = (x 1ω , ..., x 4ω ) denotes the ROS factors associated with a specific fuel type ω ∈ Ω. Therefore, the new decision vector in this model is
Global approach
The simplest tuning approach consists of finding the x * vector that minimizes the global fire scar evolution error for a heterogeneous landscape. In this case, a unique x( µ) ∈ R 4 + vector containing the relevant re-scaling parameters is optimized by solving the ROS Adjustment Factor (RAF) problem, using a set of desired weights µ ∈ R |T | + depending on the relevance of each period t accuracy for the research purpose: e.g. get the best accuracy during the first hours after the fire ignition or obtain the most likely final fire scar (see Figure 4 and Definition 1). This is equivalent to equally modify the shape and magnitude of the fire ellipses generated by each burning cell inside Cell2Fire.
Based on the previous discussion, we introduce the following notation and definitions:
-Let the subscript t ∈ T be the simulation time measured in hours and T the discrete set containing the hours to simulate (simulation horizon). Our methodology allows other time intervals depending on the evolution of the observed fire. For simplicity, we use one hour in this study as the main time-step unit.
-A vector x ∈ R 4 is denoted by x or x x x, representing the four ROS adjustment factors.
-Let S t : R 4 → {0, 1} m×n be a function which outputs are the burn-grids obtained from the Cell2Fire( x) "simulator function", dependent on the parameters x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ), where x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , and x 4 are the re-scaling factors that multiply the main rate of spread values for the ellipse-fitting procedure of Cell2Fire: HROS, FROS, and BROS, and an additional parameter for ECC factor, respectively (see section 3).
-The S t ( x) function maps the four main ROS factors into a series of Burn-Grids, each one associated with a certain period t containing the simulated fire scar up to that hour. For a certain period t and a forest containing m × n cells, each Burn-Grid consists of a m × n binary matrix where entries containing 1s represent burned cells while the ones with 0s represent available cells. Therefore, the output of S t (1, 1, 1, 1) is equal to the binary matrix obtained without any adjustment on the ROS values, i.e. using the direct output from the FBP system.
-Let Π t be the Burn-Grid binary matrix generated by Prometheus after t hours of simulation or a historical wildfire scar. Similar to S t ( x), this matrix represents the burned cells (with value 1) up to time t.
-Objective Function: we seek to minimize the hourly fire scar evolution error, ideally using observed fire data (when available). In our study, we use Prometheus' outputs as a proxy.
Using the above notations and observations, we define the following optimization problem which seeks to find the optimal ROS adjustment factors
Definition 1 Let ε T ( x, µ) be the black-box error function for a simulation horizon T , S t ( x) the simulator function at time-step t and a ROS adjustment factor vector x, Π t the expected binary matrix at period t, ||.|| a matrix norm function (e.g. Frobenius norm), and µ = (µ 1 , ..., µ T ) the vector of weights associated with each time-step. We define the ROS adjustment factor (RAF) problem for fitting the values of the x vector as:
Figure 4: Derivative-Free Optimization framework: This figure represents the scheme of how the (RAF) problem is built. On the left side, Cell2Fire generates the fire scars S 1 ( x),..., S T ( x) which are dependent of the ROS adjustment factor vector x and time t ∈ T . On the right side, the observed/simulated fire scars Π 1 ,..., Π T are provided. From this, the Black-Box function ε T ( x, µ) is formulated as the weighted sum of the errors made using parameters x at each time t. Finally, the (RAF) problem aims to find those parameters that minimize the total error.
Observations:
-The term S t x − Π t measures the error between Cell2Fire and the provided fire scars at time t hours using the x ROS parameters. Important is to emphasize at this point that in case of having the evolution of the observed fire scar, it would not be necessary to use simulated ones (e.g. from Prometheus), which would improve the accuracy of the adjustment for practical cases.
-ε T : R 4 → R + is a function that measures the error between the simulated and observed fire scar evolution. In order to obtain it, Cell2Fire must be executed for the corresponding parameters
-Different weight vectors µ can be selected for different fitting objectives, e.g. minimize global
hourly error or give specific emphasis on final scar differences, adding flexibility for analyzing different types of decisions -operational, tactical, and strategical.
-The RAF problem is an optimization problem that cannot be solved with conventional methods because we do not have any information about the derivatives or the algebraic structure of the function ε T x, µ .
Despite the explicit computational advantage of this scheme with respect to the individual optimization of each fuel type factor, one of the main limitations of this approach consists of the fact that the optimal x * vector is instance-dependent and thus, it is not likely useful for different forest compositions and fuel type distributions.
Fuel Model Specific (FMS) Approach
In this section, we denote the ROS adjustment factors vector by x = (x 1ω , ..., x 4ω ) ω∈Ω where Ω denote the set of all fuel types, i.e. we suppose that the number of variables in the RAF problem increase to 4 · |Ω|. We proceed to find the optimal vector x * such that the combined fuel types dynamic is adjusted by these parameters, minimizing the error in the fire evolution of a specific heterogeneous landscape instance. Then, x * is the solution of (RAF F MS ) : min
Thanks to this approach, we obtain the most accurate parameters for each fuel type, minimizing the simulation error of the internal fire spread model.
This approach requires more computational resources than the global approach presented in section 3.1 in order to obtain the optimal x * (µ µ µ) vectors since we are increasing the number of adjustable parameters by a factor of |Ω| − 1. However, it arises as one of the most precise approaches for very heterogeneous forest during our experiments, as we will discuss when applying it to our case study (see Section 4).
DFO algorithms
In order to solve the (RAF) problem, we apply a series of powerful and easy-to-implement DFO algo- -COBYLA (Powell, 1994): was developed to solve non-linearly constrained optimization problems. This algorithm follows an approach similar to the DFO method (Conn and Toint, 1996; Conn et al., 1997) , but it uses a linear model approximation for the objective function and constraints, interpolating at the vertices that form a simplex and where a trust-region bound restricts the variables perturbation. Thus, a new vector of variables is calculated which may replace one of the current vertices, either to improve the shape of the simplex or because it is the best vector that has been found so far according to a merit function that gives attention to the greatest constraint violation. The trust-region radius is never increased, and it is reduced when the approximations of a well-conditioned simplex fail to yield improvement to the variables until the radius reaches a prescribed tolerance value that controls the final accuracy.
-NEWUOA: is an unconstrained optimization method using a quadratic interpolation approximation. Like the DFO method, it seeks to calculate the least value of an objective function by applying the trust-region iteration for adjusting the variables. Now, as we mentioned above, all n-dimensional quadratic models have (n + 1) (n + 2) /2 parameters. This means that, unless other conditions are imposed, we require this number of interpolation points to build them.
However, in NEWUOA this is an input parameter denoted by m. In Powell (2006), the author proposed to use a quadratic model relying on fewer than (n + 1)(n + 2)/2 interpolation points. The remaining degrees of freedom in the interpolation are determined by minimizing the change to the Hessian of the surrogate model between two consecutive iterations. The latter is an advantage since a DFO algorithm aims to use fewer evaluations of the objective function.
-BOBYQA: is an iterative algorithm for finding a minimum of an n − dimensional function subject to box-constraint. BOBYQA is a extension of NEWUOA, based on a quadratic interpolation approximation -see Powell (2009).
The development of derivative-free algorithms dates back to the works of Spendley et al. (1962) and Nelder and Mead (1965) with their simplex-based algorithms. An excellent review and numerical comparisons of state-of-the-art algorithms can be found in Papadopoulos and Pavlidou (2011) .
Results and Discussion
In this section, we analyze and discuss the main results obtained following the two adjustment schemes described in Section 3. First, we report and compare the performance of Cell2Fire with and without tuning the x vector when dealing with our case study instance, but using the fire scars obtained from Prometheus hourly simulations for finding x * both in a full information (after a wildfire) and partial information (real-time on-going wildfire) approaches. Subsequently, we will review how the adjustment behaves compared to the real historical fire scar. In this case, we do not have the evolution of the fire, so we only adjust the parameters using the final scar.
Finally, a detailed analysis and discussion of the simulation results obtained for Dogrib's 2002 fire in Canada when applying the described tuning approaches with different weight vectors µ is performed and a benchmark of the DFO algorithms applied is shown.
All experiments have been conducted in a daily-use laptop with a 4th generation I7 CPU (1.9
GHz, 2 cores), 8 GB of RAM, and Ubuntu 14.0 OS.
ROS adjustment factors via Prometheus proxy
In these experiments, the RAF problem is solved with full information of the wildfire of interest in order to adjust the x vector. This way, the full evolution of the wildfire is provided with the aim of adjusting the simulator parameters with historical data. Notice that the optimization framework can be easily extended to include multiple historical fires by modifying the objective function in order to obtain a representative set of optimal parameters x * for a certain region/area, training and evaluating the model performance with both a training and testing set of fires to avoid over-fitting, following a machine learning model scheme.
Global approach results: Dogrib-North
Starting with x 0 = (1, 1, 1, 1), we use the fire scars generated with Prometheus simulator using the Dogrib instance with the same weather conditions as in the real fire but using a constant wind direction (North) for visualization purposes, recording the hourly fire scars obtained 7 hours after its ignition (full information). We set µ i = 1/7, i = 1, ..., 7 to represent the average error between the observed scars and the ones simulated by Cell2Fire. We solve the RAF problem using the algorithms presented in section 3.3, focusing the discussion on the results obtained using the BOBYQA algorithm. Later, we will perform a detailed comparison with the other algorithms mentioned in the previous section.
Because Cell2Fire and Prometheus both rely on the FBP System (Pais et al., 2019) , the initial error value ε T =7 ( x 0 , µ) is very low (approx. 36.86 using the euclidean norm). This represents the average difference in the number of cells after 7 hours of fire evolution. Since the total burned area is 3,777 cells (or hectares), then, the percentage difference is 0.97%. Subsequently, after 107 evaluations of the objective function, a minimum error value of 29.10 (0.77%) is reached. In this case, the best algorithm (BOBYQA) converged after 9 minutes.
The optimal values are very close to the starting point x 0 , which was to be expected since both 
FMS approach results: Dogrib-North
In this section, we address the RAF F MS problem with the Fuel Model Specific (FMS) approach. are very similar, however, without adjustment (b) the fire in the last hour of simulation lacks intensity (strength). This occurs just as the fire crosses the river and is later found in a zone of fuel type C-1. To this respect, important is to mention that Prometheus includes both breaching and spotting phenomena when simulating wildfires while Cell2Fire does not include them in its first version. Therefore, the FMS approach determines that an increase in the magnitude of the C-1 HFactor from 1 to 1.495 is a better approximation (strategy) to decrease the error between both fire scars.
In contrast, we observe that parameters associated with certain fuels like C-4, C-5, and D-1 do not suffer significant modifications -they are almost identical to the default parameters x = (1, 1, 1, 1).
This pattern is due to the fact that Cell2Fire is able to capture similar propagation patterns as the ones modeled by the wave-front propagation approach of Prometheus, as mentioned in Pais et al. (2019) . Lastly, we observe that the performance in terms of accuracy is superior to the global approachas expected -since each fuel has its own adjustment factors adding more degrees of freedom to the spread model. The minimum value reached using BOBYQA as the main algorithm for this approach is 25.55, i.e. an error of 0.67%. However, in this case, the number of evaluations of the objective function is 392, which increases the computation time by a factor of 4.
Real-Time adjustment
In this second set of experiments, only partial information is provided when solving the RAF problem. Assuming the presence of an on-going fire, we aim to train and evaluate the performance of the framework in an iterative process where the optimal parameters are updated with new information (fire scars), collected every time-step t. This way, we (1) train the model with the information available up to time t obtaining x * Figure 5 : Dogrib fire scar evolution comparison using a constant wind (North) generated by Prometheus (a), Cell2Fire without adjustment (b), Cell2Fire using global tuning (c), and Cell2Fire using a FMS approach (d).
Global approach results
As in the previous section, we start from the default parameters x 0 = (1, 1, 1, 1), but in this case, we use the 7 hours fire scars generated with Prometheus simulator for the Dogrib North instance to update the optimal parameters every time-step t -in an iterative process -using the current optimal parameters as a starting point when solving the RAF problem. This way, we initially update the parameters x 0 providing the first-hour fire scar Π 1 . Once the optimal vector x * 1 is obtained, we proceed to the next hour (t = 2) providing Π 2 and starting the optimization procedure using x * 1 , and so on. Therefore, for adjusting the parameters at time t, we use the optimal vector x t−1 as the starting point when solving the optimization problem, including the last observed scar Π t .
At time t, we set µ t = 1/t, i = 1, ..., t to represent the average error between the observed scars by time t and the ones simulated by Cell2Fire. Again, we focus our analysis using the BOBYQA algorithm. From the results presented in Table 2 , we observe that the most significant adjustment occurs in the BFactor, in special after the second hour of the ignition time. The perturbation along the larger axis of the ellipse is boosted by the increasing pattern on the HFactor parameter, allowing the fire growth model to reach and surpass the river at the north of the ignition area. This is consistent with the results obtained in the experiments discussed in the previous sections. In addition, we observe how both the initial and final error values reduce their gap (maximum of 52.69% at hour 1, minimum of 0.08% at hour 5) when increasing the number of simulated hours, indicating that the performance of the x vectors starts to converge. The total run-time needed for solving the whole set of scars was 41.6 [min] -an average of 6 minutes per time-step tuning -requiring an average of 74 evaluations of the objective function per t ∈ T to reach convergence (BOBYQA).
Hour HFactor FFactor BFactor EFactor Initial Error Final Error
In order to account for potential estimation errors in the input data of the model, several replications with multiple weather scenarios and other potential uncertainty sources (e.g. ignition point)
should be performed. This way, confidence intervals could be calculated for each parameter of the optimization problem, allowing the researcher to capture and assess the risk of different potential outcomes.
FMS approach results
Following the procedure described above, we solve the real-time RAF F MS problem, updating the optimal values of the previous time step vector x * t−1 once a new scar is available. The average and standard deviation of the optimal factors obtained during the simulation of the 7 hours are shown in Table 3 and both Prometheus and Cell2Fire final scars can be seen in Figure 6 , showing the highprecision of the adjustment method. Graphically, both figures are very similar, reaching an objective value of 23.37, a Mean Squared Error (MSE) of 0.7% and a very high Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) of 97.4%.
Looking at Table 3 , we observe again that the most significant changes occur on C-1 (AVG HFactor = 1.77 ± 0.87, AVG FFactor = 1.56 ± 0.55) and O1-a (AVG HFactor = 0.69 ± 0.47) fuel types, being consistent with the results of the previous sections and showing how the model is able to balance the effect of a higher HFactor on one fuel by decreasing it on another (C-1 vs O1-a).
In addition, an average running time of 17 minutes and 340 evaluations per hour simulated are needed by BOBYQA to reach convergence. Previous results are complemented by Figure 7 , where the initial and final per-hour errors can be seen. Notice that since the RAF F MS problem has multiple local minima, we can observe situations like in the fourth-hour optimization, where the optimal vector x * 4 reaches a better (lower) objective value than x * 3 . In addition, we observe how the method reaches a steady-state in the last 3 hours, being able to stabilize the final error achieved as well as decreasing the initial error towards this value, indicating that the succession of x * t vectors start to converge. Figure 7: Hourly error evolution using the optimal vector x * t−1 as the starting point for the time-step t during the real-time tuning FMS approach. Both initial and final errors show a convergence pattern by the end of hour 7.
Case Study: Dogrib Fire
The Dogrib fire (Tymstra et al., 2010) 
Global approach results
Starting with x 0 = (1, 1, 1, 1) -default parameters -we use the real final fire scar from the Dogrib instance obtained 7 hours after its ignition. Therefore, we set {µ i } are optimizing a non-convex function, the solution can converge to multiple local optimum values, and thus, it is recommended to perform a series of re-optimizations starting from the best x (incumbent) obtained or simply starting from different initial points x to explore more potential solutions. This is the inherent exploration versus exploitation trade-off, a challenge that is out of the scope of this article and will be covered in future research.
FMS approach results
Below, we show the results obtained from the application of the BOBYQA algorithm in our FMS scheme. Again, we use the starting point x 0 = (1, 1, 1, 1) and we obtained relevant results in both computation time and final precision with respect to the observed fire. The algorithm converges after 37.58 minutes and the objective function reaches a minimum value equal to 77.53 -an improvement of 5% with respect to the global approach. The optimal values obtained for the ROS adjustment factor are shown in Table 4 and a comparison between the real and simulated scars can be seen in Figure 8 . Table 4 : Optimized ROS adjustment factors (HROS, FROS, BROS, and ECC) for each fuel type available in the Dogrib instance from the Canadian FBP system. The tuning has been performed using the real fire scar of the Dogrib instance.
Analyzing the results in Table 4 , it is interesting to notice that certain fuels are significantly affected by the optimal adjustable parameters of x * . For example, both the HFactor and EFactor of the O-1a fuel type are significantly modified (1 to 2.066 and 1 to 10.82, respectively) in order to capture its spread pattern based on the real fire scar. Similarly, C-1, C-2, and C-3 fuels are also impacted, mainly in their HFactor, indicating that the default parameters obtained from the FBP systemgiven the instance data provided -are not able to capture the strength of the fire in the main wind direction, and thus, the optimal vector x * tries to adjust the shape of the ellipses, expanding them into the north-east direction.
From the results, we are able to identify significant differences -as expected -when using Prometheus or real fire scars. As mentioned, both Prometheus and Cell2Fire use the FBP System as their main fire spread model to determine the relevant ROS values, and differences between both approaches are mainly associated with their fire growth models logics: wave-propagation and cellular automata. However, the initial error with respect to a real fire scar is significantly higher and requires a deeper level of adjustment (more computational time) to find sets of parameters x that are able to better capture the real fire propagation dynamics. However, we also remember the fact that historical scars tend to include the effect of suppression activities that are not modeled or included in any of the mentioned simulators, and thus, it plays against the accuracy of the propagation model. In order to 
Benchmarking DFO Algorithms
In this section, we show and discuss the performance of the implemented DFO algorithms, namely BOBYQA, NEWUOA, NELDER-MEAD, and COBYLA. These algorithms have been widely used in different applications -a review can be found in Papadopoulos and Pavlidou (2011) and Rios and Sahinidis (2013) . However, to our knowledge, few comparisons in real problems have been reported and even less in ROS adjustment factors in the field of forest fire simulation.
Our methodology consists of solving the RAF problem for the two approaches, Global and FMS, and record the number of evaluations (NEV AL) of the objective function until a specified tolerance (error) is reached, which we will denote by xtol_abs. Then, xtol_abs is a stopping criterion of the algorithm. ∆x is usually a measure of how much x changes by from one iteration to the next, or the diameter of a search region. This way, the algorithm stops when |∆x| < xtol_abs or a maximum 
Dogrib-North results
In Table 5 , we observe the performance results of each DFO algorithm selected in our study for the Dogrib-North instance, using their default configuration -internal parameters -provided by the NLOPT package and our Global tuning approach. In general, the algorithms that stand out most are BOBYQA and NEWUOA in both NEV AL and RUNT I ME metrics. Although the one with the best/lowest objective value is NELDER-MEAD, it is the algorithm with the largest run-time (more than one hour) and number of evaluations before achieving convergence, being a critical bottleneck for situations where fast and high-quality responses are required. 
Dogrib real fire results
Similarly, we show in Table 6 the performance results of each DFO algorithm selected in our study for the Dogrib real fire, using the Global approach. Again, the algorithms that stand out are both BOBYQA and NEWUOA in terms of the number of evaluations and the total run-time needed to achieve convergence towards a better objective function. As in the previous section, NELDER-MEAD is the algorithm that achieves the best objective value in the instance, mainly due to its default configuration in the NLOPT package, including a larger exploration phase than exploitation, in contrast to BOBYQA and NEWUOA which tend to be more focused on exploitation than exploration.
However, both the run-time and the number of evaluations needed by NELDER-MEAD are again very high for time-constrained situations. Note that the final errors reached by the algorithms -the minimum value of the RAF objective function -are similar in magnitude for both instances. However, the error in the real Dogrib fire instance is quite higher than in Dogrib-North. As we already mentioned, this is explained because the fire evolution data is obtained with Prometheus which simulates a fire in its natural form, unlike Dogrib fire's scar which includes the effects of suppression.
Algorithm
The adjustment of parameters is a transversal problem in all the disciplines that usually involve the development of software or computer code. In this paper, we have presented a methodology for adjusting the parameters of fire spread models, critical for the accuracy of fire simulators using
Derivative-Free Optimization methods that respond to this problem in an efficient way. The DFOalgorithms allowed us to find optimal parameters in the sense that they minimize the evolution error of the hourly fire scars obtained by Cell2Fire and Prometheus. We note at this point that, if real data is available, it would not be necessary to use simulated scars because historical fire data could give us a better fit to the underlying characteristics of the forest under study. However, this is not entirely clear and may produce misleading results because a real scar could be influenced by firefighting actions and thus, the adjusted parameters would contain this latter information (bias) and not just the natural evolution of the fire. In this case, we do not recommend using the real scar for tuning purposes, unless the researchers explicitly include the suppression actions effects, either via extra parameters in the simulation model or by modifying the instance data structure (e.g. introducing new fuel types to model the effect of these activities).
As mentioned, Cell2Fire is a cell-based fire spread simulator that models the fire spread phenomenon via an adaptation of the elliptical model proposed in O'Regan et al. (1973 O'Regan et al. ( , 1976 using the main four ROS components of the FPB System. Nowadays, Prometheus, FARSITE and other simulators widely used are wave-propagation based, and thus, the fire dynamic is modeled in a different approach. Therefore, this methodology can serve as a bridge between the wave propagation approach and the proposed cellular approach in Pais et al. (2019) .
The proposed tuning framework is able to capture both the local and global factors that affect the fire spread dynamics in a heterogeneous landscape: (1) local effects due to discontinuities of fuel types in the forest are translated to the cell-based model by re-scaling and modifying the shape of the individual ellipses generated for each fuel type and (2) the general structure (spatial disposition, topography, etc.) of the forest is captured by a general re-scaling vector, modifying the strength and magnitude of the fire evolution depending on the characteristics of the heterogeneous landscape. It worth mention that the proposed framework is general enough such that it could be easily adapted to similar simulation tools in different contexts.
Finally, it is important to note that though we have formulated the (RAF) problem using four parameters relative to the rate of spread, we could have used others. In future works, we will focus our research in this direction. It is possible that some parameters such as the slope effect, curing degree, and resilience time are not well adjusted and therefore we could include them as decision variables in the (RAF) problem as well as include new fuels, among other possibilities, in order to improve and extend Cell2Fire to new applications. As a future step, the project will address the development and adaptation of Fuel Prediction Behavior systems for the U.S., Spanish, and Chilean forests based on national field data (work in progress).
